
09 Aug 2021 

Case: "BorisFX Silhouette 2021" operating as a plugin for "Adobe Premiere 2021". 
Adobe Premiere freezing at all 6 attempted runs. 
 
In summary:  
(1) Freezes - mostly Premiere but also Silhouette - crash is the only exit.  
(2) More info please about what normal operation should look like. 
 

The green screen clip camera source is visible in the left-side Source Viewer. 
The trimmed clip is visible in the right "Program Assemble" panel and is selected in the Timeline. . 
The clip is of a character getting up from a chair. 

 

Silhouette documentation notes a bug in Adobe Premiere.: 
"Trimmed Footage Loads Entire Clip Into Silhouette". 
As a workaround, I export an EDL list from which I read the info to repeat the trim in Silhouette. 
Open the EDL List  in "Wordpad" ... 

003  AX       V     K B      00:00:32:32 00:00:55:38 00:00:16:15 00:00:39:21  
FCM: NON-DROP FRAME 
003  AX       V     K    000 00:00:10:42 00:00:19:12 00:00:16:15 00:00:24:35  
* FROM CLIP NAME: 00045_14-5-1_3-shot-MS_MillieMitkaPaddy_X 
* KEY CLIP NAME: 00007_T652 
AUD  3    4 

Our clip of interest is the 2nd one in this information group. 
Data of interest is: 
003  AX       V     K    000 00:00:10:42 00:00:19:12 00:00:16:15 00:00:24:35  
4 values, The first 2 are what we want = the trim values 
10:42 to 19:12 .... 
The other 2 values  16:15 to 24:35 are the location in the Assemble timeline. 

Note: This workaround makes no difference to the Adobe Premiere freeze-and-crash which happens on all attempts 
with or without this workaround. I have included it in this document to give the full story of my working session. 



Note: I have done one trial with a source as an untrimmed camera original clip in the Timeline. It leads to a freeze-
crash the same as the trimmed clips. 

In Adobe Premiere, add effect "Silhouette" 

 

Click "Silhouette Interface" Open  button 

New Project popup 

I change the folder to the working folder for this scene, which is "....Assemble" 

Change Type to "Composite" because this is a green screen shot. 
Click "Create Project" 

 

I have also done a run taking the suggestion in this forum to delete Silhouette settings from the Windows Registry. 
This results in a default Folder of " C:\Users\iafil\Documents\Silhouette Projects" and I have run with that - and no 
difference - freeze and crash the same as all the other runs. 



Silhouette window appears 

 

Apply the clip trim workaround: Manually set frame range to the clip range: 
10:42 (10 seconds and 42 frames) to 19:12  

The frame rate is 50 fps. Silhouette counts in frames starting at 1. Doing the math: 

10:42 --- 10*50 + 42 + 1 = 543 

19:12 --- 19*50 + 12 +1 = 963 

 

      

 



As a simple and quick test case, I follow the tutorial for zMatte using primary matte only 
Appears to go well - here is the result as "View: Primary" 

 

Option "View: Composite" looks good. 

 

  



 

The documentation:https://borisfx.com/documentation/silhouette/#page/silhouette-2021/tutorials-zmatte# 
states: 

zMatte Output Options 
zMatte can output either the output (foreground plus generated matte) or a composite.

 
1If you plan to do further work on the RGBA channels downstream from zMatte, use zMatte’s 

Output. It will output the foreground plus the generated matte. 

2Use zMatte’s optional Composite output if you want zMatte to do the composite. 

Go to the zMatte node for more information. 

 

Which one of these is good for the case of the plugin for Adobe Premiere? 
I select: "Composite" 
The other "Output" option results in a view with a deep blue grainy background, therefore "Composite" looks more 
promising.  
"Output"  "View: Input", its only view option, now shows a black background  
- same as "zMatte 1" "View: Composite". 

 

 

  

https://borisfx.com/documentation/silhouette/#page/silhouette-2021/tutorials-zmatte
https://borisfx.com/documentation/silhouette/silhouette-2021/nodes-zmatte#ww2583828


The Output Node has these settings: 
I have "checked the box" for "Alpha" 
I have selected "Views: Left" assuming this is a stereoscopic setting and Left is the default "mono" view. 

 

 

I think this is ready to go into Adobe Premiere. Looking at the Adobe Premiere window ... 

 

The Silhouette documentation states: 

(Render Button) Grayed out when the plug-in is first applied, Render determines which node in the 
Silhouette project gets rendered and will automatically be enabled during project creation and set based on 
the project type: Roto for roto projects, Paint for paint projects and Output: Composite / Output: Cutout for 
composite projects. 

This is not happening. In all trials this "Render" button remains grayed out. 

  



Observations: 

1. The "Render" button is still disabled and is still mis-labelled as "Paint"., 
2. This clip of interest looks the same as before - no added value! 
3. In scrubbing through this clip of interest, nothing moves 
4. The right-hand monitor panel "Program: Assemble". is frozen. Any attempt to scrub any other clip on the 

same timeline has no effect in that panel Position indicator is frozen, in this case at 00:00:19:11 
5. Any attempt to play any part of this timeline gives no response. The "play button" responds to a click by 

momentarily turning blue, its usual UI indication, but nothing else happens. 
6. Focussing on other clips by clicking on them in the timeline does display their "Effect Controls". 

On clicking back to the clip of interest - get Freeze - with Crash as the only way out. 

A variety of other Silhouette activities, e.g PowerMatte instead of zMatte, lead to a similar no result crash in Adobe 
Premiere. 

------------------------------------- 

Workaround! Try doing a Render from within the Silhouette window.  

 

 

 
 



That works giving a sequence of EXR files.. 

Then crash out of the frozen Adobe Premiere, 
Then restart Adobe Premiere and import the rendered result. 

Question 

What is the data transfer process from a complete Silhouette session, back into Adobe Premiere? 

A  a full render to disk of an intermediate video or image sequence? 

B:  a metadata render to disk of an intermediate video, file, or files containing howto change information like 
masks? 

C: in-memory render? 

D:  in-memory metadata? 

E: something else? 

 


